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Introduction
The world of modern music and sound production has changed drastically over
the last decade with the introduction of digital recording technology and signal
processing techniques. The art of music production incorporates the use of many tools
and techniques in order to recreate/emulate a pre-existing sound environment. Spatial
imagery in music adds a new dimension to the unique character of the sound source or
original musical idea. When we listen to a recording of our favorite band, we are hearing
an illusion or recreation of a live performance. Because our ears are constantly analyzing
and perceiving individual sound sources in a real environment, the human mind interprets
these spatial cues in music as natural audible anomalies. For example, if we were to
compare the acoustics of an opera house to the confined sounds of small room, we know
through instinctive knowledge that both these sound environments will reflect sound
differently because of their size and spatial contour.
The goal of this essay is to discuss the importance of spatial reproduction in
music, including an analysis on spatial location versus the aesthetic experiences from the
listener. Panning choices and using the many advantages of the stereo spectrum (leftright) adds a new dimension to the character of an originating sound source. In order for
engineers to recreate location cues and a sense of spatial imagery, we must first
understand the tools and techniques used in modern recording. Tools and effects such as
reverb (capturing room decay/resonance), delay, and equalization (the attenuation of
frequencies) allow engineers to enhance and shape mixes into audible works of art.

Echo vs. Reverberation
Both echo and reverberation are audible reactions to the reflection of sound off a
particular surface. Echo occurs when a sound source is reflected and reproduced a
number of times. The amount of reproduction can take place once or multiple times
depending on the reflective nature of the environment. For example, if you were to shout
into a tunnel, the sound reflection off the concrete walls matched with the length of the
tunnel would produce multiple repetitions of the original sound source. Reverberation, on
the other hand, occurs when a sound source is reflected in a discontinuous manner or
when reflective surfaces are too close to allow for complete subjective aural separation.
Not only does reverberation helps define what we perceive as timbre and sound
coloration, but also establishes our perception of space and location, either near or far.
“To hear ones voice emanating: from the chasm, cliff or mountain, or even to hear ones’
footsteps bouncing off a distant wall – such a phenomena have long been found
intriguing” (Peter Doyle, p 39). The audible phenomenon of echo suggests that sound in
relation to the world around us can be a reflection of ones self.
Architecture & Reverb
Reverberation also acts as an amplifier of sound by reinforcing midrange
frequencies and causing consonant sound events resulting from an enclosed space.
Architectural decisions throughout history have had direct acoustical outcomes,
especially with the building of churches and cathedrals. During the Constantine Era, this
architectural breakthrough enabled the early Christians to build larger basilicas for

growing congregations.1 The high degree of reverberation played a key role in amplifying
the sound of the practices within. In the Medieval Ages, basilicas were acoustically
resonant to amplify and give body to the sermons delivered by the priests each day. Vocal
polyphonic music during the Renaissance period also greatly depended on the acoustics
of a church in order to create harmonic resonance between two or more voices. Just as the
voice is considered to be a form of instrument, subsequently both reverberation and
resonance fall into the same class as players in the amplification of tones. Today,
orchestral performances are held at concert halls that are designed to resonate and
reverberate harmonics from the brass, woodwinds, and string ensembles. The
architectural value of an acoustically designed space serves to amplify but also contain
the sound resonating from within.
Recording Mediums
With the advent of acoustical sound devices such as the phonograph and later the
gramophone, recordings were subjected to strict limitations including the inability to
record lower frequency ranges.2 This greatly restricted what instruments could and could
not be captured on the recording, thus rejecting any reflective frequencies given off by
the sound source. The process of early phonograph recordings also employed the use of
one microphone to capture a sound source, limiting the spatial organization of
instruments in the mix. With the limitation of using one microphone, early performers
and artists were subjected to extensive rehearsals in preparation before recording a song.
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Each instrument would be placed in different positions depending on the amplitude and

timbre of the instrument. This process enabled engineers to balance instrumentations in
accordance to the frequency response captured by the single microphone. With one
microphone, room choice was also a key factor in amplifying and accentuating
frequencies given off by each instrument.
Physical Properties of Reverb
In professional audio recording, natural acoustic and digital reverbs are both
important tools for the enhancement of music and sound production. In Modern
Recording Techniques Sixth Edition, engineer David Miles Huber defines reverberation
as the persistence of a signal (in the form of reflected waves within an acoustic space)
that continues after the original sound source has ceased (p 105). Reverb can add natural
depth and ambience to a recorded sound, giving listeners a sense of dimensional space
against a single perceived sound environment.
A reverberated signal can be broken down into three main components: direct
signal, early reflections, and reverberation. The direct signal is the originating sound
source that starts as sound wave and travels to the source listener. Early reflections are
the first set of sound waves that bounce off the boundaries of a given space and then
arrive at the listener. The last set of reflections refers to reverberation, which comprise of
smaller fractions of random reflections.4 More importantly, these three components will
vary in the characteristics of the type of reverb based on the sound environment or
reflection chamber.
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Types of Reverb
Before digital reverb software was invented, studio engineers used to achieve
reverberation by running a speaker into a reverberated room or dedicated chamber. A
positioned microphone inside the room would then capture the natural sound reflections
off the chamber walls and blended with the originating direct (dry) signal. This technique
encouraged engineers to experiment with a wide range of acoustical environments.
Natural reverb environments were eventually categorized into specific reverb types based
on the reflective characteristics and size of the room. These reverb types are Hall,
Chamber, Room, Spring, Plate, and Reverse.
Hall simulates the properties of sound produced by large rooms such as concert
halls and cathedrals. The decay time (time it takes for reverb to drop by 60dB from its
maximum level) is usually long similar to a resonating echo. Choosing to use hall reverb
on a signal can change its harmonic tonality within a mix, depending on distance,
reflection, and room size. Since the decay time is longer, the over use of hall reverb can
make a recording incoherent by washing out well-represented frequencies within a
balanced mix. However, high transient instruments such a snare drum can react more
significantly in hall environments because of its short attack and sharp presence. Since
the initial attack from the snare drum is short and rhythmically consistent, the decay and
the will be clear and audible to the listener.
Similar to hall reverb, room simulates the acoustics of a mid-to-large-sized room.
Room reverbs generally have a faster decay time and add less of a sense of space and
distance. The application of room reverb on a signal adds a sense of presence to

instruments, comparable to close miking techniques in small rooms. For example, using
room reverb on a vocal track can add ambience without unwanted echo or delay.
Plate reverb is achieved by mounting electric transducers to a suspended framed
plate. A pickup then captures the vibrations coming from the plate and is converted into
an output signal. Introduced in 1957 by German company EMT (elektromesstecknik), the
EMT 140 Reverberation Unit is considered the first plate reverb. The characteristics of
the EMT 140 can be described as dense with a heavy diffusion. The sound closely
emulates the reflections of tight chamber or room. Later models of plate reverb
introduced two pickups for stereo use and a remote control damping pad to modulate
reverb time.
Spring reverb is meant to simulate natural room or hall
reverberation close to attributes of a conventional plate reverb. This
type of reverb system uses a transducer and a single pickup to capture
vibrations within a metal spring. To produce spring reverb, an electrical
signal is applied to a transducer coil and reflected back and forth
through the transmission springs. The amount of reverberation or
“delay” is determined by the spring’s diameter, wire gauge, and length.
The use of multiple transmission springs will help improve and widen
the reverb characteristics. The application of this reverb type can be
used to add liveliness, emphasizing mid-range to high frequencies with
a wet shimmer. “Echo” is used to describe the initial reflections of this
type of reverb.

Capitol Studios Echo Chamber
Before analogue and digital reverbs, recording studios would utilize spare rooms
and empty corridors as echo chambers to generate natural reverberation when needed. An
echo chamber is sometimes built to compliment the studios design by achieving a close
control of reverberation in which sound engineers can add artificial reverberations to an
existing track. Thirty feet under the iconic Capital Records Tower are eight reverb
chambers. The chambers were designed and built by the legendary sound & electronics
expert, Les Paul during the construction of the building.
To minimize sound reflections, the trapezoid shaped chambers were built with
reinforced concrete. The chamber ceiling is suspended and slanted at an angle to deliver a
smooth and less decayed sound. Ten-inch thick double concrete walls are also
soundproofed for isolation and the interiors are surfaced with two layers of 3/4″ thick
metal lath and cement plaster. The inner floors
float on cork and are layered again with concrete.
This type of acoustical environment is
“approximately 2000 cu. ft. in volume and can
provide a maximum reverberation period of 5 sec,
although a 2.5 sec period is generally used”5.
As described early, echo chambers start with audio being patched and sent out to
a pair of speakers. Microphones on the opposite end of the speakers then capture the
effect of the sound reflections inside the chamber. The effect is controlled back in the
studio and blended into the dry mix. To test the variations in sound reflection, the
5
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engineers at Capitol Records recorded a 3-piece instrumental group in all 8 of the echo
chambers. As a result, each chamber was able to replicate the same reverberant
characteristics that fit Capitol’s signature sound.
Digital Reverb
With the advent of digital recording plug-ins, modern reverb units can now be
digitally manipulated and emulate the same traditional sound environments achieved by
past engineers. Although reverb within a DAW system are created digitally, the names of
these past techniques still remain in the parameters and presets of digital reverbs. Digital
reverb plug-ins use algorithmic-based processing in order to create artificial reverberation
or reflection. Reverberation algorithms use multiple delay circuits and feedback to create
a decaying series of echoes. The variations in delay lengths would increase the echo
density and other parameters within the plug-in. These parameters include determining
reverb time, pre-delay, size, diffusion, decay, and wet/dry slider. Each parameter is
measured in time or milliseconds. This gives engineers an advantage over the
controllability of the reverb effect, allowing users to create a wide range of different
reverb types. Some of the latest reverb plug-ins use highshelf and/or lowshelf
equalization to dampen unwanted reflective frequencies, thus producing a clear and less
reflective sound. Digital reverb has progressed even further to the point where users can
apply pre-sampled environments (ex: Carnegie Hall) to a digital signal.
Convolution Reverb
Today’s age of audio technology makes it possible for engineers to sample the
reverb characteristics of real spaces, using convolution reverb. For example, a
convolution reverb plug-in with the acoustic properties of Carnegie Hall can be an

applied to a “dry” drum mix to recreate the reflective and harmonic tones of the highly
acknowledged venue. Convolution reverb consists of a recorded sample of an acoustic
space through the process of exciting a signal. These sampled room recordings are based
on impulse responses, or the reaction of a dynamic system as a function of time in
response to an external exchange or output. The reverberant effect left after removing the
signal is transformed through the convolution processor, applying algorithms specific to
the transient and harmonic content of the recorded material.
One technique used to achieve convolution reverb is to create a sine sweep. This
method uses sine tones to excite and capture the reflections of a room by obtaining a
number of measurements representative of the
room’s acoustical qualities. The advantage of
using a sine sweep is that a single frequency
can be produced at any time, and distortion is
limited based on the harmonic content of the
tone. To generate short high amplitude sound
impulses engineers have used objects such as a starter’s pistol or balloon (high transient
response). In a 2007 article, engineer Ken Hamburg comments on advantages and
disadvantages of convolution reverb:
The original convolution reverbs were fantastic-sounding but exorbitantly priced
hardware boxes, and as such largely an elite studio commodity. By now this
technology is available as computer software at a fraction of the original cost,
and may be used the same way any other DSP plug-in is used in signal
processing. In short, you can sample your favorite cave, closet, or garbage can

and use it as a reverb effect on a lead vocal or acoustic guitar track recorded in
your software of choice (Hamburg, Convolution Reverb Explained).
Compared to digital reverbs, convolution reverb technology is an ideal solution
for translating the ambience of a real acoustic space using complex algorithms. An
algorithm is a series of information written in software to produce output from a given
input. The algorithms act as instructions for creating and managing task-based sequences
within the program. However convolution reverb technology is not strictly a
representation or simulation of a sampled space.
Delay
In a studio, time-based effects such as reverb are used to add location information
to a sound recorded without much ambience of its own. The goal of the engineer is to
capture sounds with minimal natural ambience. This leaves room for the engineer to
artificially manipulation the sound’s apparent position in relation to the stereo field.
Another technique engineer’s use to modify a sound’s ambience is Delay. Through my
research, I have found that delay-based effects can be used to add location to a sound
recorded without much ambience of its own. The delay between a direct signal and a
reflected sound gives us a specific notion of an object’s position in the mix. Similar to
reverb, delay is an echo style effect meant to store a copy of the original signal and then
play it back at predetermined intervals. Mostly, the difference between delay and reverb
is that in delay, the early reflections are distinct and finite in number compared to reverb
where the sound source is innumerable and blurred.
With the development of magnetic tape recording in the late 1920s came new
possibilities for achieving time-based effects to enhance and reshape recorded sounds.

The process of magnetic tape recording starts with a single tape running at a constant
speed. The writing head on the tape machine magnetizes the tape with current
proportional to the signal. The pattern of magnetization is stored along the length of the
magnetic tape and can be played back later to reproduce the original signal. The ability to
store and playback sounds on a magnetic tape enabled early engineers and producers to
experiment with tape manipulation and looping techniques. This eventually led to the use
of the tape delay technique.
Types of Delay
Tape delay is a process of recording a signal onto a magnetic tape and playing it
back through the playback head milliseconds later, creating the delay effect. More
importantly, the delay is the amount of time it takes the recorded signal to travel from the
recording head to the playback head. Early use of the tape delay was utilized by Sam
Philips to create “slapback” or doubled echo effect for Elvis Presley’s “That’s All Right”.
Adding feedback to a delay will also generate repeated echoes. As tape delay techniques
developed over time, multiple tape heads and variable speed controls were implemented
into reel-to-reel tape machines. The addition of multiple playback heads allowed users to
create multiple delays on the same dry path for more repetitions of the same signal. This
type of delay is referred to as Multi-Tape Delay.
Solid-state delay units became available in the 1970s using the analogue bucket
brigade delay (BBD) circuits. The circuit device transfers charge packets from one
transistor/capacitor to another, creating a delayed signal. Before entering the delay unit
unit, the signal would be split in ensuring that half the signal was routed directly to the
output (dry signal) while the other half would pass through the BBD (delayed signal).

Later analog delay units were able to sample audio several times a cycle, delay the
samples and then reconstructed the audio back into full waveforms.
The Beatles Influence on Recording Technology
Some of the early Beatles recordings at Abbey Road Studios influenced the
creation of several recording effects and techniques universally used by today’s working
sound engineer. Some of these include: signal feedback, artificial double tracking (ADT),
flange, and chorus effects. Their recordings encouraged experimentation using multiple
four-track tape machines to create spatial effects and tonal depth. Producer George
Martin along with engineers Norman Smith and Geoff Emerick were the pioneers behind
creating some of the most widely used recording techniques heard in music today.
During the early Beatles recording sessions, George Martin utilized the process of
overdubbing, a technique used to add supplementary recorded sound. As a producer
George Martin felt that certain songs would benefit from additional contributions and
embellishments.6 By overdubbing or doubling a vocal phrase, engineers can improve the
dynamic range and spatial contour of lacking mix. The engineers at Abbey Road Studios
achieved overdubbing by simultaneously running two BTR-3 twin-track tape machines to
the same recording console. Before the overdubbing process, the main vocal part or
instrument is recorded onto a single tape machine. The tape would then be sent to another
stereo machine where the additional live audio is recorded and “dubbed” over the
preexisting recorded material. The combination of the previously recorded tape and the
Beatles’ new additions would be mixed at the REDD console and simultaneously
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recorded onto another Twin-Track tape machine.7 Working with two tape machines to
create overdubs meant that the balance between the pre-recorded material and the
overdubbed material had to calibrated and fixed at the time of the recording. Abbey Road
engineer, Norman Smith made the process of overdubbing easier by grouping his
overdubs appropriately based on their instrumentation. Grouping overdubs by section
allowed Smith to organize and control instrumental layers, as they existed within the final
mix. Because overdubbing became a lengthy process, John Lennon called on engineer
Ken Townsend to create technical alternative for double his vocal tracks.
Artificial double tracking or automatic double tracking was used extensively by
the Beatles to create spatial depth while avoiding traditional overdub techniques.
Invented in 1966 at Abbey Road, Ken Townsend realized if two identical recordings were
played at the same time with one slightly off sync, the sound image would widen and
appear to be stereophonic. In order to get the multed sound, Ken used a VSO vari-speed
oscillator to control subtle speed variation on the second deck's capstan motor. These
variations could also be accomplished by rubbing a thumb on the reel flange to produce
the necessary speed fluctuations.8 With a tape delay system and vari-speed oscillator,
Geoff Emerick was able to create a short-timed delay to apply onto John Lennon’s
vocals. The delayed signal was then mixed with the “dry” vocal signal to create the
double tracking effect.
For the Beatles 6th studio album, Revolver, Geoff Emerick was hired as head
engineer, providing the band with new approaches to the recording process. Willing to try
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out new techniques, Geoff Emerick also created a pivotal recording technique while
working with John Lennon on Tomorrow Never Knows. This technique involved running
Lennon’s voice through a Leslie speaker, commonly found inside Hammond organs. In
The Beatles Anthology, producer George Martin talks about the process of using a Leslie
speaker on Lennon’s vocals:
For Tomorrow Never Knows he said to me he wanted his voice to sound
like the Dalai Lama chanting from a hilltop, and I said, 'It's a bit
expensive, going to Tibet. Can we make do with it here?' I knew perfectly
well that ordinary echo or reverb wouldn't work, because it would just put
a very distant voice on. We needed to have something a bit weird and
metallic. A Leslie speaker is a rotating speaker, a Hammond console, and
the speed at which it rotates can be varied according to a knob on the
control. By putting his voice through that and then recoding it again, you
got a kind of intermittent vibrato effect, which is what we hear on
Tomorrow Never Knows. I don't think anyone had done that before. It was
quite a revolutionary track for Revolver.9
The innovations and techniques developed by the engineers at Abbey Road Studios
during the height of the Beatles career has significantly changed the way contemporary
engineers approach their recordings. Today, producers and engineers still use techniques
such as ADT, flange, and overdubbing extensively to create aural space and depth inside
the stereoscope. Another technique that significantly changed the scope of recording was
Phil Spector’s “Wall of Sound”.
9
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Wall of Sound Technique
In the early 1960s, producer Phil Spector developed a recording technique similar
to the concept of overdubbing or multi-tracking. With the desire to create a dense musical
arrangement, Phil Spector hired multiple drummers, guitar players, and orchestras,
sometimes performing in unison with each other. After the performance was recorded, it
would be sent to an echo chamber that resides at Gold Star Studios, mixed, and then
recorded onto tape. During sessions with The Ronettes, a girl group at the time, Spector
required 42 takes from vocalist Veronica Bennett before he was satisfied with the
recording.10 In addition, contemporary rock and metal producers use Spector’s Wall of
Sound technique widely in order to create a dense pallet of sounds.
Conclusion
With the rise of technology, recording will continue to change over the years due
to the creative visions and pursuits of the musicians themselves. The role of a sound
engineer is to adapt to these changes in technology and apply them to the musical aspects
they are presented with. Music production is a creative and collaborative process in
which engineers & producers recreate the experience of a live musical performance.
Similar to a painter and their pallet of brushes, sound engineers use a number of tools and
techniques to craft audible works of art. More importantly, a sound engineers main goal
is to create spatial imagery by organizing sound in accordance to timbre, texture, and
form. In professional audio recording, natural acoustic and digital reverbs are both
important tools for enhancing music and sound production. After analyzing the physical
characteristics of reverb and its applications, reverb is the most effective tool when
10
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adding to the spatial contour of a recording. With the extended use of digital reverb and
convolution reverb, contemporary producers are now able to place their instruments or
singers in controlled environments, where the user can modify the size, reflection, and
length of the reverb.
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